Influence of asymmetric attenuation of single and paired dendritic inputs on summation of synaptic potentials and initiation of action potentials.
Previous studies revealed mechanisms of dendritic inputs leading to action potential initiation at the axon initial segment and backpropagation into the dendritic tree. This interest has recently expanded toward the communication between different parts of the dendritic tree which could preprocess information before reaching the soma. This study tested for effects of asymmetric voltage attenuation between different sites in the dendritic tree on summation of synaptic inputs and action potential initiation using the NEURON simulation environment. Passive responses due to the electrical equivalent circuit of the three-dimensional neuron architecture with leak channels were examined first, followed by the responses after adding voltage-gated channels and finally synaptic noise. Asymmetric attenuation of voltage, which is a function of asymmetric input resistance, was seen between all pairs of dendritic sites but the transfer voltages (voltage recorded at the opposite site from stimulation among a pair of dendritic sites) were equal and also summed linearly with local voltage responses during simultaneous stimulation of both sites. In neurons with voltage-gated channels, we reproduced the observations where a brief stimulus to the proximal ascending dendritic branch of a pyramidal cell triggers a local action potential but a long stimulus triggers a somal action potential. Combined stimulation of a pair of sites in this proximal dendrite did not alter this pattern. The attraction of the action potential onset toward the soma with a long stimulus in the absence of noise was due to the higher density of voltage-gated sodium channels at the axon initial segment. This attraction was, however, negligible at the most remote distal dendritic sites and was replaced by an effect due to high input resistance. Action potential onset occurred at the dendritic site of higher input resistance among a pair of remote dendritic sites, irrespective of which of these two sites received the synaptic input. Exploration of the parameter space showed how the gradient of voltage-gated channel densities and input resistances along a dendrite could draw the action potential onset away from the stimulation site. The attraction of action potential onset toward the higher density of voltage-gated channels in the soma during stimulation of the proximal dendrite was, however, reduced after the addition of synaptic noise.